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TRUST BUILDING

TRUST 
FALL

40 mins

Nº of pax 12-18

MATERIALS

PREPARATION

none

intro
This is an activity to build trust among team members by handling the challenging 
situation of catching a team member while falling. 

• The facilitator has to find or prepare a high spot (around 1 meter high) like a rock, 
chair or table, surrounded by grass or soft ground • Also the facilitator has to present 
the safety rules and make sure that group members respect them • Being in the role 
of the falling person can be difficult for some, the facilitator should be careful not to let 
the group push anyone too hard to take this role, if they do not want to. 
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1. The facilitator starts by dividing the participants into two equal groups of 
catchers. They should be standing in two lines, that are positioned perpendicular 
to the high spot, they are facing each other and arms reaching out horizontally. 

It’s important that the lines are very dense with strong people around the place 
where the upper body and waist of the person falling will land. The good catcher 
position is one leg in front of the other and the extended arms reaching towards the 
elbow of the person in front (people should not hold 
hands). The exercise requires uninterrupted attention 
from the side of the catching team.
2. One participant will be the faller and will go up to 
the high spot, stand upright, with his/her back towards 
the line of catchers. It is important to be very stiff, put 
legs together and arms across the chest resting on the 
shoulders. When ready and once the catchers are ready 
he/she will let himself/herself fall backwards. The communication 
between the faller and the group of catchers is very important, so it is a 
good practice to establish clear communication calls, like: • Faller: I am 
ready. Are you ready to catch? • Catchers: We are ready!
3. Participants go on by one, rearranging the line of catchers for every fall..
4. The facilitator gathers everyone in a circle for sharing and reflecting.
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• Which role did you prefer and why?
• What helped you to trust the team?
• How will this activity contribute to your resilience building?

The trust fall can be preceded by lighter trust activities such as Willow 
in the Wind or One on One Trust Fall on the ground. • Willow in the 
Wind is an activity, where the group stands in a tight circle. One person 
enters the circle and stands in the middle with eyes closed and a very stiff 
body. Once the rest of the group rearranged the circle to have it closed 
and compact again, the person in the middle is asked to allow themselves 

to be moved around in a gentle and slow way (like the willow moves in the wind) 
by the hands of the group members, without moving his feet from the center of the circle. 
•  One on One Trust Fall is a pair activity. One person is the catcher and the other the 
one who falls backwards. The falling person stands with their back to the catcher, one 
big step away, with a stiff body. After establishing clear communication, they lean back 
towards the catcher, without moving their feet from their original spot on the ground.
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